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TEe standard analysis of modulational diffusion for general
nordinearities is qualitatively summariz@ and compared
totheparticuhr caseofabeam-beam simulation with two
kicks per turn, plus tune modulation. A simulation with
realistic Tevatron parameters shows amplitude growth over
long timescales of order 104 synchrotronsperiods.

The simulated amplitude growth is qualitatively similar
to the predictions of modulational diffusion, showing large
discrete steps in the evolution speed as the tune dkance
from the nearest 2-D weak coupling resonance is varied.
However, the simulation shows a fundamental difference
m that the observed amplitude growth is approximately ex-
ponential in time, and not approximately root time as pre-
dicted in the standard analysis. Possible reasons for this
and other discrepancies are briefly discussed.

1 MODULATIONAL DIFFUSION

Wxkls of 1-D nonlinear motion in a hadron collider have
timeacdes of hundreds of turns. When externally driven
tune modulation is addecL “thick layer” chaos may en-
sue [1, 2, 3]. If chaos is present in such a 1.5-D model,
the typical timescale is of order a hundred modulation pe-
riods. Synchrotrons oscillations generate pseudo-external
tune modulation, coupling through non-zero chromaticit y.
However, even a hundred synchrotronsperiods amount to
ady a few seconds, far shorter than the empirically ob-
served timescdes of the order of hours [4, 5, 6, 7].

Arnol’d “thin layer” diffusion occurs in 2-D models,
with very long timescales of huncheds of millions of turns,
turt it is generaHy conceded to be too weak to be a signifi-
cant practical concern [8, 9, 10]. Of the classical catalog of
diffusion mechanisms, only modulationai “thick layer” dif-
fimion in 2.5-D is strong enough and long enough in time
scale to be a serious candidate for a successful description
of the evolution of hadron collider bunch distributions. Un-
fortunately, even modulational diffusion has serious defi-
ciencies in explaining the basic features of very simple 2.5-
D beam-beam simulations.

A general “standard analysis” of modulational diffusion
is well reported in the literature, complete with analytical
d quantitative results [9, 10, 11]. These results are not
discussed in detail here. Inste@ the general characteristics
of mochdationa.1diffusion are described and the require-

“Zed.ummtsfor its existence are summan

1.1 Thick layer chaos in 1.5-D

FiIM consider nonlinear motion in only the horizontal di-
mtmsion, in the vicinity of a onedimensional resonance,

and under the in!luence of tune modulation described by

Q. = Q=o + qsin(2nQ~t) (1)

Here t is time measured in machine turns, Q.o is the urqxx-
turbed horizontal base tune, q is the tune modulation dqxk
and QM is the tune modulation tune. Depending on the
location in tune modulation parameter space (q, QM), tb
motion falls roughly into one of four dynamical phases –
“chaos”, “strong sidebands”, “amplitude modulation”, m
“phase modulation” [12 13, 14].
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Figure 1: Dynamical phases in the tune modulation parame-
ter plane (q, QM), for a resonance of order N = 5.

The boundaries between these dynamical phases are
smoothly drawn in Figure 1. In this figure both q and QM
scale with the parameter QI, the “island tune” correspond-
ing to small oscillations around the stable fixed point at the
center of a resonance island. The straight line limits of the
smooth houncku-iesin Figure 1are consistent with Hamilto-
nian approximations which are valid when q ardor QM are
incommensurate with QI. From left to right these straight
line segments are

(8 (%) = ~
(+’’4(%)3’4=W$4 ‘3)
(s(%)-l= ~

(2)

(4)

where N is the order of the 1-D resonance. The curved
portions of the boundaries me drawn with some artistic li-
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=se. To put it simply, dynamical stability is vulnerable to
me modulation tunes near to the island tune [15].

Simulations show that, although the true boundaries
kave a detailed complex structure, nonetheless the smooth
Imundaries are approximately correct [13]. Most impor-
zmt of all, simulations confirm the universal dependence
& the boundaries on only three configuration parameters:

1~/Q~). (QIw/QJ), and ~. The details of the no~in~ty
– its distribution and its source (beam-beam or magnetic) –
do not matter except through the island tune, QI.
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Figure 2: The transition to “thick layer” chaos in horizontal
@ase space when tune modulation is turned on in the pres-
riwe of a Qz = 3/5 resonance. These results come from a
-ulation of the Tevatron with two beam-beam collisions
d strength< = 0.0005, offset by Ax = O.la.

A thick layer of lxwui.ed chaos is formed when the tune
mchdation parameters (q,QM ) lie in the dynamical phase
M&d “chaos” in Figure 1. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
k typically takes a particle of order a hundred modulation
ptriods to move all the way across the chaotic layer.

The classical general model of modulational diffusion
requires a thick chaotic layer in (say) horizontal phase
SPCG to act as a noise source for the vertical motion. It
&o requires that the vertical motion is coupled to the hor-
imntal through a weak 2-D coupling resonance. The stan-
dard analysis then procesds by reducing the vertical motion
ma random walk in which a test particle tends to diffuse to
irrge vertical amplitudes.

12 The modulational difision coefficient, D

U!cirikov[11] and Llchtenberg and Lieberman [10] dkcuss
a standard Hamiltonian for modulational diffusion

H= ~ J; – k cos[Oz + A sin W]

+ ;J; – c Cos[e. – q] (5)

w&re (J, 0) are the action-angle variables in each plane.
Analogies are easily drawn between the parameters of this
iaandard model and those appropriate to accelerators, if tin
E@ation 5 is interpreted as turn number. For example, k #
!2TQI )2 (resonance strength), A # (q/QM ) (modulation
strength), and Q # (27rQM) (modulation frequency).

The standard analysis predcts that motion states as the

square rcmtof time, and defines a local dMfusioncoefficient

~ ~ (AJ;)
2T

(6)

where A Jy is the vertical action excursion and T k the

elapsed time. The ensemble averaging should be performed
over a time T short compared to the vertical diffusion
time (so that AJY/JV is small) but long compared to the
timescales of horizontal motion across the thick chatic
band (of order a hundred synchrotronsperiods).
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Figure 3: Modulational diffusion resonance structure. The
resonance separation is parametrized by a, which is the
horizontal tune distance AQ= scaled by the primary reso-
nance half width – the tune modulation depth q.

It turns out that the diffusion coefficient D depends
strongly on a, the proximity of the weak 2-D resonance.
The test particle has an instantaneous tune at “K’ in Fig-
ure 3, deep in a thick layer of horizontal chaos around a
primary horizontal resonance which is +q wide. A single
weak coupling resonance lies a distance AQZ away, a dis-
tance which is measured in units of the primary resonance
hatf width

AQ.
cY—= (7)

9
After a tour k fotce derivation includlng a number of as-
sumptions and approximations, the standard analysis pre-
dicts that D(cY)drops by about 16 orders of magnitude as
a is increased from O to about 7, in a dramatic series of
sudden descents at odd integer vatues of a.



The literature shows that there is good (although not per-
f~j agreement ‘betweenthe analytical prediction for D(a j
and simulation results obtained by numerical integration of
the differential equations of motion [iu, i i j. One free pa-
mrneter is adjusted to optimize the agreement. The pre-
dicted “piateaux and ciiffs$’are cieariy visiiiie.

Unfortunately this is not a realistic scenario for a hadron
.. . .

colhder – not even a smaii fraction of a ‘bunchpopulation
would (deliberately) be placed in the middle of a strong
chaotic resonance! More reievant to iong te4m coiiider ‘be-
havior is the scenario of a test particle at location “B in
F@re 3 – it is never possiiiie for ~1 of the ‘bunchpopula-
tion to avoid all weak 2-D resonances. In this scenario the
parameter a wouki measure the proximity of the primary
resonance, and not the weak coupling resonance. Also it is
oftt riot realistic to assume that there are only two simpie
rewmances in the tune vicinity of a test particle.

Do the striking piateaux and ciitis in ll~ct) also oc-
cur when discrete nonlinear maps representing turn-by-turn

... .mumer motion repiace continuous differcmtid equations?
To answer this questiou this papexturns to a simple real-

. ..
wc modd of ‘beam-”- collisions in the Tevatron. How-
ever, the question is valid for either magnetic or beam-beam
—–..,:—-.—,A,-– .* –.. .L–. .L– .—-–-J.—. J..uunnnearmes. Note mm me preceumg omcussion of mod-
ulational diffusion has been completely general, without
—--:C-.,——AL-—.-,- ..1-- ------- -rd. —-—,,—--26.
spew ymg me piiruuuar suurw w me nuummirny.

2 BEAM-BEAM NONLINEARITIES
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date for a quantitative analysis of 2.5-D amplitude growth
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The beam-beam kick goes like I/l? at large ampli-
tudes, so the tune shifts and the resonance strengths
all go to zero.

At all amplitudes the quantities of interest – the detun-
ing, resonance strengths, island Widm and the island
tune et cetera – are simply linear in the small quan-
tity ~, the beam-beam tune shift parameter.

Analytical expressions can be written for the quanti-
ties of interes~ at aii amplitudes,

N----- -c ●LA”. .+.. ------- ..— A... c-- -.—-.:- ---1: ---AITUUGU1Ulcsc WULG1llGULS ac u w Lul lllagllcalu Uuuuncul 1-

ties. All of them are readily confumed by tracking.
A. . . ..-—--1- -c *L- --..1 ..4:--1 -A-L:l:... -r .L _ L--—

m Call G.ualuplc U1 LUG amuytwal uaUaLJlllLy U1 LUG tRzanl-

beam interaction consider the island tune on a primary 1-D
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Itis given by

QI(J) = N<(IVN(J)I U“(J))’f2 (8)

where the resonance order N is ev% J is the action at
the resonance. VN(J) is the “resonance width function”,
and U“(J) is the second derivative of the function U(J)

with respectto J. These two function are given, in turr&by
integrating the foiiowing expressions

.
V~(J) = –(–l)~fz~exp

(+ N12(:] w

[ (3’0($1 “0)U’(J)=$1–exp

where IN/2. and 10 am modified Bessel functions.
The Hamiltonian which approximately describa the mo-

tion near the Q = p/iV beam-beam resonance is

H
= (Qo – ;)J + W(J) + (VN(J)COSNO (11)

%

wh~ Q. ~St~e b_w @_ne[ i6], It is smjuhtinmati to m---—_- .._ —._

tend this formalism to include include odd order resonances
cMven by (sd.i) closed orbit offsets. It iSdso nrmible to= -LL..-_

extend the analytical description from 1-Dto 2-D, although
not without some pain.

A CX-MX~n~A W mOWm~nmAnH n~Aw-3 A DllvlrLm KC#AIAn 1 lL nmAlvl-5mAlvl

SIMULATION

Them were two strong beam-beam interactions on evuy
fiwnrl,,rin- thta 100’) mBnnf ths Fbrrn;lnh ‘1’cavmtrnn— mnn .at. ...&. s... ...6 ‘- . . . . ‘u-. m-. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. “_w

the CDF experiment and one at the DO experiment – each
with n ctmnuth nf ~ M () (MM F171 1 Tnwnntd m+licinnc st------ ------ -. , .- . . ..- ~. .,. -....—_ ---------

other locations were avoided by the use of electrostatic sep-
am~~. ~~~s~ ntwmti nu nm-nmetm-c an= Ii Qtcwl in ~&!= ~.-~--—-.~ r----------- -- . ..__ -..

The working point caused the tune footprint to lie between
7tA and ~Ehorder remnmrwx SW~~~~u 17th nrrler g~----- -.--- —--- > _ --— -----

resonances, as shown in Figure 4.

Quantity Label
I

value

Base tunes Qzo, QYO 20.586,20.575
Chrornaticities Yr . Y,, 3.0,-—,.-=
RMS momentum spread CPIP o.Cm3
Synchrotronstune Q.M 0.00078
Beam-beam parameter < 0.005

Table 1: ~ical Tevatron operational parameters at 900
OeV in the 1992 collider run.

Tle weak-strong tracking program EVOL was used for
all simulations [18]. The beam-beam interactions assumed
round Gaussian beams of transverse size u, so that the hor-
izontal beam-beam kick was

Here z and # are the horizontal displacement and anmla––e–-,
~ is the beta function at the interaction point (the same in
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Figure4: The tune plane for 1992 Tevatron parameters,
showing the 5ttL 7th, and 12th order resonances. The nom-
inal working point is indicated by a cros% and the beam-
beam footprint for < = 0.005 at two collisions is shown.
Footprint contours of constant amplitude range from O.la
to 5. lU in lU increments.

both planes), and R is the distance from the center of the
opposing beam scaled to the beam size u

A similar kick was applied in the vertical plane.

A small horizontal closed orbit offset of Ax = O.la
was included at the collision points, so the 5th order reso-
nance Q= = 20.6 was driven directly. Although the actual
value of this offset was not routinely measured during the
1992 run, collision offsets of this magnitude were consid-
ered quite possible.

A tune modulation depth of q = 0.001was us@ present
only in the horizontal plane, corresponding to a horizo-
ntalcbromaticity of about 3 units combining with an off-
momentum amplitude of Ap/p N 3 x 10– 4, a realistic
value for the Tevatron.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

The maximum vertical amplitude was recorded for test
particles launched with initial amplitudes (ax, av ) =

(3.0, O.l)u, for tracking times ranging from 10 to 104 syn-
chrotronsperiods [13]. This is as long as a few minutes in
the Tevatron.

4.1 Tune plan scans

First, a tune plane scan was performed over a mesh on the
tune plane diagram of Figure 4, giving the results shown in
Figure 5. The strongest vertical amplitude growth is smm
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Figure 5: Maximum vertical amplitudes of single particles
with initial amplitudes (aZ, au) = (3.0, 0.1 )u, tracked for
10.102.103 and 104 svnchrotron oeriods.



near the intersection of the QY = Q. and Qz = 20.6 res-
onances. Relatively modest growth is seen elsewhere, for
example in the vicinity of the 34)=+ 2QY = 103 resonance.
The range of timescales observed is qualitatively consistent
with that predicted for modulational diffusion.

Vertical amplitude growth is almost completely absent
with the tune modulation turned off (q = O), except in the
vicinity of the QY = Q. linear coupling resonance. This is
conclusive evidence that tune modulation drives amplitude
growth on these timescales.

Careful observation reveals that the resonances visible
in Figure 5 are slightly displaced from their nominal loca-
tions. l%is is due to the “detuning” of the instantaneous
tunes (Q., Qu) from the base tune vaiues (Q.o, QYO)used
as axes in the figure. The size of the tune shift for a test
particle with (az, ay) w (3.0, 0.1)0 can be estimated from
the tune footprint shown in Figure 4.

Time variation with amplitude is not included in the stan-
dard modulational diffusion Hamiltonian of Equation 5.
Also, the variation of resonance strength with both ampli-
tudes, which is explicitly present in the beam-beam case, is
not present in the modulational diffusion model.

4.2 Primary resonance scan

A second scan was performed by setting Q.. = 20.597,
and decreasing the vertical base tune QVOto gradually in-
crease a, the distance to the nearest coupling resonance.
This vaiue of QZOplaces a test particle in the center of a
thick laycxof chaos surrounding the Qc = 20.6 resonance,
a necessary condition for modulational diffusion predic-
tions to apply. Note that the nearest coupling resonance
4Q= + QY = 103 is not directly visible in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the vertical amplitude evolution for 3
quite different values of a over times as long as 6 x 103
synchrotronsperiods. Tracking was stopped when the ver-
tical amplitude reached 1 u, in order to avoid complicating
the interpretation of the results with amplitude dependent
effects. For each value of a the evolution is plottq side
by side, on both log-log and log-linear scales. The verti-
cal amplitude clearly evolves like an exponential of time
(ay - exp -$), and not like root time (aV - tl/2) as pre-

dicted by the standard modulational diffusion model, or by
standard diffusion phenomenology.

Figure 7 shows exponential growth rate data from simu-
lations over a range of a values. In each case the exponen-
tial growth rate y was extracted by fitting the the raw data
to a curve

ay(t) = O.lu evtlT’ (14)

where T~ is the synchrotronsperiod. Two distinct plateaux
are visible in Figure 7, separated by sudden drops at values
a = 2 and a = 3, each of about 2 orders of magnitude.
In contras~ the standard model predicts cliffs only at odd
integer values of a.

The growth rate 7 has mtural units of inverse syn-
chrotronsperiods, since the natural time unit is one mod-
ulation period. It is therefore inappropriate to include data
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Figure 6: Exponential vertical amplitude growth for parti-
cles launched within a horizontal chaotic band. The base
tune is Q=O = 20.597 in aIl cases, so that the horizon-
tal motion sits in the middle of the Q= = 20.6 resonance.
Note the different timescales.

sets with fast growth rates -f > 1, limiting a to vah3eslarger
than about 2. The maximum value of a w 4.5 is given by
the availability of cpu time, and hurmm patience.
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Figure 7: Exponential vertical amplitude growth rate y
plotted versus the scaled distance a from the 4Q~ + QV =
106 weak coupling resonance.



5 CONCLUSIONS

The analytical theory of modulational diffusion has been
investigated by comparing its predictions with the results
of a simple simulation of beam-beam behavior in the Teva-
tron. The simulation confirm that particles subjmt to
Wick layer” horizontal chaos on the Q= = 20.6 resonance
experience a vertical amplitude growth over timescales of
tens of thousands of synchrotronsperiods, or several min-
utes.

No particles sit in a chaotic layer around the Q= = 20.6
resonance under normal operating conditions in the Teva-
tron. The strongest primary resonance which in practice
might provide a noise source for modulational dMfusionis
12QY = 247. ~ical timescales observed in the Tevatron
are on the order of hours.

The rate of simulated vertical amplitude growth depends
on the proximity of a nearby coupling resonance, and
shows a structure of “plateaux and cliffs” similar to mod-
ulationai difTusionpredictions. However, the growth is ex-
ponential in time, and not root-time as predicted.

Resonance strengths in the standard modulational diffu-
sion model are not amplitude dependent. It has been sug-
gested [19] that the exponential growth seen in the bearn-
beam sirmdation maybe due to the variation of primary or
coupling resonance strength as the vertical amplitude in-
creases from O.lcr to 1.OU.This seems unlikely, in the re-
stricted range of horizontal and vertical amplitudes which
were track@ but it remains a viable possibility.

The 2.5-D beasn-beam interaction (with tune modula-
tion) is analytically quite tractable, in addition to being a
simple problem of practical concern. It may be possible
to extend the standard analytical treatment of modulational
diilksion to this case, and in doing so to include the impor-
tant features of dehming, and resonance strength variation
with amplitude.

An even simpler 2.5-D collider model, that of 3 oc-
tupoles plus 1 decapole, has already been used for other
tune modulation studies [13]. The octupoles are arranged
to provide linear &tuning with action without driving any
resonances, while the decapole drives a resonance with no
detuning. This model is more artificial than the beam-beam
model, but it is also more tractable analytically (at modest
amplitudes). It is also extremely fast in simulation.

The arena of 2.5-D difision is ripe for fiuther study, in
an attempt to reconcile analytical predictions with simple
simulations. The ideal simple simulation would bear some
relevance to contempomry – and future – hadron collider
performance.
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